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1. INTRODUCTION 

The study of the stability of an elliptic equilibrium point of a 
Hamiltonian system is usually performed using KAM theory [ 11. As is 
well known, such a method has the limitation that, if the number of degrees 
of freedom is greater than 2, due to the possibility of the so called Arnold 
diffusion [2], stability cannot be guaranteed in the ordinary sense. Indeed, 
with mild conditions of nondegeneracy on the Hamiltonian, one can only 
prove that, in a small ball centered at the equilibrium point, the set of 
initial data whose orbits are confined for all times has large relative 
measure. 

However, a complementary approach to the stability problem even in 
the more general case of nearly integrable Hamiltonian systems is possible. 
Namely, one still looks, as in the ordinary approach, for confinement of all 
points of a small ball, but at the expense of guaranteeing it only for finite 
times, as is typical of the results obtained by classical perturbation theory 
[3]. The point however is that the recent results of Nekhoroshev type [4] 
allow in general to obtain confinement for exponentially long time scales, 
even much larger than the age of the universe, so that in many cases this 
leads to what might be called “practical or effective stability.” Indeed such 
a point of view has already been applied to the problem of the realization 
of holonomic constraints in mechanics and to the problem of energy 
equipartition in classical statistical mechanics [S]. 

In the present paper a further application of the latter point of view is 
made to the particular case of the stability of an elliptic equilibrium point 
for a Hamiltonian system. We obtain an “effective stability,” in the sense 
that for all initial data in a polydisk of radius R, the orbit will be confined 
for very long times to a polydisk of radius OR,, with e > 1, and we will 
produce explicit estimates. In particular, in the case of the L, point of the 
spatial restricted three body problem for the system Sun-Jupiter, we find a 
stability region of the order of some kilometers over a time interval of 
about 2 x 10” years, i.e., the order of the estimated age of the universe. 

From the technical point of view, the present paper is just an extension 
of Ref. [6], where estimates where provided for radii and domains of con- 
vergence of the normalized Hamiltonian near an elliptic equilibrium point, 
making rigorous the formal procedure of normalization introduced in 
Ref. [7]. In the present paper we also add the estimates for the deforma- 
tion due to the canonical transformation, which were lacking in that paper, 
and are needed for concrete applications. In the meantime, we also found 
some improvements in the estimates already given in Ref. [6]; moreover, 
we consider here the more general case were the original Hamiltonian is a 
power series with terms of any order, while in the previous paper only 
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perturbing terms of the first order were considered. So, for self-consistency 
a complete treatment is given here. 

In Section 2 we recall some definitions concerning normal forms of a 
Hamiltonian system in the neighbourhood of an elliptic equilibrium point, 
and in particular the algebraic framework at the basis of our perturbative 
scheme. In Section 3 we recall the canonical transformation defined in 
Ref. [7], and add all necessary estimates. In Section 4 we recall the equa- 
tions for the formal construction of the generating function putting the 
Hamiltonian in normal form up to a given order r, and in Section 5 we 
obtain the estimates both for the generating function and for the normal 
form of the Hamiltonian. In Section 6 the previous estimates are used to 
bound the velocity of diffusion in a polydisk around the elliptic point, 
leading to two stability theorems. Finally, in Section 7 such results are 
applied to the L, point of the spatial restricted three body problem, with 
particular reference to the case Sun-Jupiter. 

2. PRELIMINARIES 

We consider a Hamiltonian K which, in a neighbourhood of an elliptic 
equilibrium point, can be put in the form 

K(q, P) =; $ q(q; + P,‘) + ... 3 
J-1 

with suitable canonical variables (q, p) E R2” and constant angular frequen- 
cies oJ E R, 1 < j < n. With the usual complex canonical change of variables 
S defined by 

xJ=klJ-iD/), 
3 

y,= --$qJ+iPJ). j=l,..., n, (2.1) 

the transformed Hamiltonian H takes the form 

H(x, y)=i f: wJxJy,+ ... H,= 1 h,,mx’ym. (2.2) 
J=l /,mez: 

We introduce now some notations and basic properties. 

DEFINITION 2.1. The resonance module AU associated to the quadratic 
part H, of H at 0 is defined by 

Au= {vEZ”,V.O=O}, 

where o = (0, , . . . . 0,) and v.o=v,o, + . ..v.w,. 
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A%~ is clearly a Z-module. The Hamiltonian H is said to be nonresonant 
at 0 if Jll, = {0), and resonant otherwise. 

DEFINITION 2.2. For a given Z-module A 3 AU, the Hamiltonian 
H(x, y) is said to be in normal form up to order r with respect to A if it 
has the form H = Z”’ + B(“, where 

Z”‘= 1 a,+xlym, 
II+??2 <r 
I-mc.K 

with l,mEZ’;, (II =CJ’=, IZ,], and x’=~‘J;=~ x:/. 

If A=&$,= {0}, H is usually said to be in Birkhoff normal form [S]. 
The case A = J&, with dim AU>0 was considered for example by 
Gustavson [9]. The consideration of the case A 2 J&,, is useful when one 
deals with a quasi-resonance; i.e. there exists v E Z” such that v . o is small 
but different from zero, as will be recalled in Section 6. 

Let E be the space of the formal series in the variables (x, y) E C’” and 
Ek the subspace of the homogeneous polynomials of degree k. ForfE E we 
write f = &>, fk with fk E Ek, and fk = Cll+,,,, ,kfl,mx’ym where I, m E Z: 
and f[,,,e C. Notice that f represents a real formal series in the (q, p) 
variables iff f,,, = iI’+ mi z[. With reference to the canonical transformation 
S defined by (2.1), we shall say in that case that f is S-real. 

The following properties are immediate: if f E Ek and g E E,, then 
f .gEE,c+k’ and CL d E-&+ks-2y where { ., .} denotes the Poisson 
bracket defined by 

If f E Ek we define the norm off as 11 f 11 = C,,,, 1 f,,,,l. 

LEMMA 2.3. IffeE, andgEEkz, then Il{f, g}ll <kk’llfll llgll. 

Proof: We compute 

{f, g} = f c f,,,p,,,,,~“‘~y”+“.lJm~-~~mJ; 
J= 1 !/‘,,Z,,,’ I I 
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hence 

ll’mm’ J=l 

G c If&ml Igr,nAk i 1% - 47 
Il’mm’ /=1 

Gk’x I.f,,,,l c lg/,,mA =kk’llfll llgll. I 
lm I’m’ 

It is clear that this bound cannot be improved in general, because for 
f = x: and g = y:’ strict equality holds. 

For g E E, and f E Ek with k 3 1 we introduce the linear operator 
&:&+&+I-2 defined by Lgf = {g, f }. We will be particularly 
concerned with the operator LH2: E, + Ek defined by LH2f = {H,, f }, 
because in Section 4 we shall meet the equation LH,x + Z= F for the 
unknowns Z and x, with a given FE E,. We shall need ZE E: = {f E Ek, 
f=C ,,+m,=~,,-m~rKfi,mx~m}~ h w ere A! 2 Mm is a given Z-module. To 
solve such an equation consider E: such that Ek = E: @E: and let 17, and 
f12 be the projection operators on EL and E:, respectively. We take 
Z=Z7,(F) and L,,x=I12(F). Now we easily obtain x; indeed, if 
1 =&,,~,,,,x’y”’ and n,(F) = C,mF,,,x’y” we have xl.,, = iFJw . (l-m), 
with w . (l-m) #O since n,(F) E E:. The solution x is unique up to an 
arbitrary element of E:. Notice that if F is S-real then Z and x are S-real 
too. 

We shall use the following norms for vectors: 

(i) If u = (q, p) E R2” then 101 = max,(qj + ~/z)“~, 
(ii) If w=(x, ~)EC~” then Jwl =maxJ(IxJ12+ lyJ12)*/2. 

It is readily checked that both the transformation S defined by (2.1) and 
its inverse S-’ have norm 1. 

3. THE CANONICAL TRANSFORMATION 

In this section we recall the definition of the canonical transformation we 
are going to use, as given in Refs. [7, 61, and prove the necessary estimates. 
The algorithm we use is similar to the Lie transform algorithm introduced 
by Deprit [lo]; in fact, as noted by Henrard [ 111, it is essentially the 
algorithm for the inverse for the Lie transform [12]. 

DEFINITION 3.1. For a given function x E E, x = & D 3~k, which plays 
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the role of a generating function, we define T, : E -+ E in the following way : 
iff=&>,fk withfEE, then 

where 

Fk= t fk,k-h 
I= I 

(3.1) 

and 

(3.2) 

It iS easily seen by induction that f[,,, E E,+k and so Fk E Ek. In [7] it was 
proved that this transformation is formally canonical and that it preserves 
sums and products. It acts directly on functions; to know how it acts on 
the space variables we will consider below the action of such a transforma- 
tion on the space coordinates. 

To give estimates on the radius of convergence of the transformed 
function we must assume a convergence hypothesis for x. First we analyze 
the effect of TX on an element of E,. 

LEMMA 3.2. For a given x as in Definition 3.1 and f,E E,, with the 
hypothesis 

ihkii < ake3b, ka 3, a, beR+\{O), (3.3) 

one has Ilfl,kjl Q cI,kIlf,jl for I, ka 1, where f[,k is defined by (3.2), and 

ProoJ Inserting (3.3) into (3.2) and using Lemma 2.3 it is easily seen 
that 

IIf,, t II s 3/b IlfilL 

+ (2 + k) lake ‘b (I fill for ka2. 
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We define positive constants B,, by 

B,, , = 316, 

B,,~=~‘$‘j(2+j)(l+k-j)aJP’B,+, 
J--1 

+ (2+k) lakP’b for k>2. 

It is immediately seen that llf,,kll < B,,, llf,ll for k Z 1. We look, however, for 
a more suitable expression. To this end, consider k > 3; then one has 

B,,,=$l+k-l)B,,,-, 

+FkE2 (j+ 1)(3+j)(/+k-j- l)aJ-‘B,,,-,_, 
J--1 

+ (2 + k) fak ~ ‘6. 

Now we compare the second and third term in the rhs with Bl,k-,. We 
must compare m, = (j+ l)(j+3)/k with m2= j(j+2)/(k- 1) for ka3 and 
1 6 j < k - 2. For such a range of values we obtain m, < $m, ; moreover, 
one also has 2 + k < !( 1 + k), and hence 

l+k-1 
<- 

k (3.5) 

If k=2, we have B,,,=(3b/2)(1+1)B,,,+41ab<((I+1)/2)(3b+ia)BI,,. 
By iterating (3.5) we find B,,, 6 C,,k, and the proof is given. 1 

Now we consider the general case. 

PROPOSITION 3.3. Let x = xk a 3 Xk and f = Ck >, fk, and assume 
l/&l/ <ake3b and jlfkll <ckP1d, with a, b, c,d~R+\{0}. Writing T,f = 
zkb 1 Fk and introducing the remainder 9@ by %?’ = Ck > r + , Fk, then one 
has 

(i) llFkll <(3b+$a+c)k-‘d, 

(ii) T,f is convergent in anypolydisk D,= ((x, ~)EC’~, 1(x, y)l <R} 
with R < R*, where 

R*=(3b+fa+c)-‘, (3.6) 
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and moreover one has 

in such a polydisk, the symbol 1. ( for functions denoting the supremum norm. 

Proof: By (3.1) and Lemma 3.2, using also the obvious inequality 
36 6 3b + $a, one has 

namely (i). Furthermore, if (x, y) E D,, then one has 

IFk(x, y)l = c f?,:x’y” < 

Il+m(=k 
,,+;=, Ivnl . IX’Yrnl 

G ,,+Fck IF:?,\ R”+m’ = llFkll Rk 
m 

k R*d, 

from which one easily gets (ii). 1 

We have thus defined a transformation TX on functions. In Ref. [7] it 
was shown, at a formal level, that such a linear transformation is invertible, 
and preserves products and Poisson brackets. We can also consider such a 
transformation as acting on canonical coordinates; i.e., define a transforma- 
tion from X, Y to x, y by 

xJ = T,X/ 

YJ = T,y/, 

which is obviously canonical. Given now any function f E E, f =f(x, y), 
consider the transformed function F(X, Y) =f( T,X, T, Y). By the proper- 
ties of TX of preserving sums and products one easily gets the formal 
property F(X, Y) = (T,f)(X, Y), which is nothing but the so-called 
exchange theorem [13]. Now, such considerations are not simply formal 
because of the absolute convergence proven in Proposition 3.3. So, we can 
use the transformation TX defined above as an explicit algorithm for the 
action of the canonical transformation on functions. 
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In order to make this effective in practical applications, we need explicit 
estimates on the “deformation” of coordinates induced by both T, and its 
inverse T; ‘. 

PROPOSITION 3.4. Let x = Cka3 xk, with llxkll < ak-3b for positive a, b, 
and consider R* as defined in (3.6), with any positive c. Consider a polydisk 
D, with R*/R > p > 1, and denote (x, y) = T,(X, Y). Then, for (X, Y) E D,, 
one has 

1(x, y)-(X, Y)l< 1+; ( ,I -lpfl 1(X - VI 3 
\ 

(3.7) 

Furthermore, for p > 1 + fi(1 + 8a/9b)-’ and denoting 6 = 
(1+8a/96)-‘@/(p-l), one has 

(1 -S)l(X Y)l G I(4 Y)l G(1+6)IK m (3.8) 

with the norm ) .I as defined at the end of section 2. 

Proof If Z is any of the coordinates X,, Y,, denote T,Z=Z+C,,,[,. 
Then one clearly has I T,Z - ZI < CSa 2 II[,llI(X, Y)l”. On the other hand, 
in virtue of Lemma 3.2, with I= 1, and working as in Proposition 3.3 with 
c=O and d= 1, we get lii,ll = 3b(3b + $a)“+’ for ~22, and so 

(T,Z-Zl<3b 36+3a ( 8 )-‘I(X VI 1 (Jb+~a)‘l(X Ul” 
s>l 

-’ I(X Y)12 
R 

with 

As R* < R and 1(X, Y)l < R, we also have 

IV, nl P-Y1 - p-‘)-l 

I(X nl (P- 1)r’. 

Inequality (3.7) then follows from the definition of the norm, and (3.8) 
from the triangular inequality. i 

505/77/l-12 
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4. FORMAL CONSTRUCTION OF THE GENERATING FUNCTION 

We look now for a polynomial generating function xCr’ = 1; = 3 xk which 
transforms the Hamiltonian H(x, y) into a normal form up to order r, in 
the sense of Definition 2.2. To this end, we use the equation T,c,IH = 
Z”’ + BCO, and consider x”’ and Z”’ as unknowns to be recursively deter- 
mined. First we recall the classical result that the generating function xCr’ 
and the normal form Z”’ can be determined up to an arbitrary order r, at 
the same time obtaining the formulae we need in order to estimate xCr’. 

PROPOSITION 4.1. Let H = & 2 z H,, with H,(x, y) = i C;= 1 o,xt y,; 
consider the module .A I A(,,, with A!/, as in Definition 2.1. Then there exists 
a generating function x@’ = C; = 3 xk such that T,wH is in normal form up to 
order r with respect to the module A?. If the normal form Z(‘) is written as 
C; = 2 Z,, the following relations are satisfied: 

Z,=H, 

LHJL + Z, = Fk, ka3, 
(4.1) 

where 

F,=H,, 
k-3 , k-2 , (4.2) 

F/c= c I-L,,+,Zk-lf c I-H2+,,k-I-2, I-1 k-2 ,=, k-2 

k 3 4. 

Notice that Fk depends on x, and Z, for 3 < j 6 k - 1 and that x and Z are 
S-real if H is. 

Proof: Since H,=O we write TXH=Ck2,CF~2 H2+,,k--l-2. The 
normal form terms must satisfy 

k-2 

zk= c H2+,,kp/p2. 
I=0 

(4.3) 

We prove the existence of Z, and xk by induction. Since H, is already in 
normal form one has Z, = H,,, = H,. From Z, = H,, 1 + H,,, = 
L,, H,,, + H,,, we can write L,,x~ + Z, = H3.0 = H,, so that we can take 
F, = H, and solve such equation for the unknowns x3 and Z, as indicated 
in Section 2. 

If k = 4, one has 

24 = Hz, + H,, , + Hz,,, 
= 

k,H2,1+ L,,Hz,o + LnH3.o + H,,,. 
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Inserting H,, 1 = Z, - H-,,, into the last expression we get 

LH,x~ + -G = tL,Z, - :L,,H,., + L,,H,,, + H,,, 

= %,,Z, + tH,,, + He,,,, 

so we can take F4 as in (4.2) and solve the equation for x4 and Z, as 
before. Now we suppose that xl and Z, exist for 1 Q k - 1 and satisfy (4.1) 
and (4.2). From (3.2) we have 

k-2 

H 2,kp2= 1 L~,2+,H2,k-,-2 
,=I k-2 

k-3 1 

= ,c, k-2L,2+,H,,k~,~,-L,2Xk, 

and putting such an expression into (4.3) we obtain 

k-3 l k-2 

LH,xk+zk= 1 - 
,=, k-2 

LX2+,H2,k-,-2 + c Hz+,,k--I--2. (4.4) 
I= 1 

We claim that the rhs of (4.4) coincides with Fk as defined in (4.2). To 
show this, substitute (4.3) and (3.2) into (4.2) and get 

(4.5) 

+H,. 

We decompose the first term in two parts, with the first one containing 
only the term with j= 0. In the latter part we permute the summation 
signs: C:z: Cfz/-’ = C,,,, i, ,+,SkP 2 = Ctz: C:L{~ ‘, and then exchange 
the names of the dummy variables 1, j. After that, such a term is similar 
to the second one, so that we can put them together using 
j/(k-2)+jZ/(k-2)(k-l-2)=j/(k-1-2), and we get 

k-3 1 

Fk= c -Lxz+,&-,-2 
,=I k-2 

k--3k-l-2 . 

+ ,c, ,c, & Lx2+,H2+L-,-l-2+ Hk 

k-3 l k-2 

= ,:, k-2 
LX2+,H2,k-,-2+ c Hz+,,,-,-,, 

I= I 
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as desired. Again, the equation LH2xk + Z, = Fk allows us to obtain xk 
and Zk, 1 

Remark 4.2. In fact, in order to prove the consistency of the formal 
construction it is enough to obtain formula (4.4). The more elaborated 
expression given for Fk in formula (4.2) was introduced here to allow for 
better estimates in the next section. 

5. ESTIMATES ON THE GENERATING FUNCTION AND ON THE NORMAL FORM 

In this section we produce explicit estimates on the generating function 
x@‘, for a given r 2 3, as a consequence of a convergence hypothesis on H. 
In fact, for H we assume the same form as in the previous section. 
H=C k>Z Hk, with positive constants c, d such that llHkll < ck-*d for 
k > 2. Moreover, we need a bound on the “small denominators” occurring 
in the solution of Eq. (4.1). Precisely, if M, is the resonance module 
determined by H,, we consider a module J? =) J&,, and suppose that there 
exists a positive constant a, such that Iv .01 > a, for v E Z”\A and [VI <r. 

PROPOSITION 5.1. Under the hypotheses of Proposition 4.1, with the 
additional assumptions that llHkll < ck-*d with positive constants c and d, 
and that Iv .wJ 2 a, for VE Z”\A? and Iv/ <r, the generating function 
x”’ = c; = 3 Xk for the transformation to normal form up to order r satisfies 

llxkl, <:[6c(l +f)l”-‘(k-2)! 

for k = 3, . . . . r. Simpler forms of such bounds are also 

where s = ((r - 2)!)‘/(‘~3’, and 

(5.1) 

(5.3) 

Proof: We shall use the notation of Section 4. By Proposition 4.1 and 
the explicit expression of H, it is readily seen that )Il(kll < l/a, llFkll, and 
IlZkll < llFklj, so that we only need to give an estimate for jlFkll. We look 
for sequences of positive numbers ql, . . . . I], _ *; 9,,,, . . . . $,,, _ ,- 2, for 
OGlGr-2 such that IIH2+,,kll d$,,kCdand llF2+kll <r],cd. Since H,,o=H, 
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and F, = Hj, we can take a,,, = c’~ ’ and y~r = 1. From (3.2) and 4.2) we 
have 

9,,<g $ j(2-tj)(2+l+k-j)rl,$,,k-,, k> 1, 
r,-1 

qk<~k~’ j(2+j)(2+k-j)~,gk-,+t $ P,,k-,, 

(5.4) 
k>22. 

r,-I J--1 

Let al,k and bk be defined by a,,, = 1, bl = 1 and 

a ,*=i i j(2+j)(2+l+k-j)b,a,,k-,, 120, k>, 1, 
J=I 

(5.5) 

b,=$‘~‘j(2+j)(2+k-j)bJb,_,+~a,,,-,, k>,2. 
IF-1 

To conclude the proof of Proposition 5.1 we require two lemmas. 

LEMMA 5.2. For I> 0, k > 1 we have 

Y]k G c2 k-lCk-‘bk, 

where c, = d/a,, c2 = 1 + cl. 

Proof: First we need some preliminary estimates. For s > 1 we have 

b, = al,,- Is (5.6) 

Indeed, this is true for s = 1. Suppose it is true for s = 1, . . . . k - 1. Using 
(5.5) one has 

-Lkc’ j(2+j)(2+k-j)a,,J-,a,,kpJ-l, “Sk-‘-k-l J=1 

bk=ikil j(2+j)(2+k-j)U,,J~,a,,k~J-,+Za,,k-~, 

(5.7) 

/=I 

and by the first of these equations one gets bk = ((k - 1)/k) aI,k- 1 -I 
(l/k) a I,k--l=al,k-l~ 

From the first equation of (5.5), taking into account only the first and 
the last terms in the sum, noting that b, increases with k, and using (5.6) 
we have 
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3(k + l)(k + 2) = 
k al,k-I for ka2. 

Furthermore for 1 Z 1 and s >, 0 we have 

(5.9) 

For s = 0, 1 and any 1, (5.9) is immediately checked by substitution. 
Suppose it is true for s = 0, 1, . . . . k - 1. Then, by (5.5), we have 

‘b,=, 

<l+f+k 1 k 
--.j+, j(2+ j)(l +I+k 1+1 

a[&<: 2 j(2+j)(2+l+k-j)b, 
l+k-j+ 1 

I+1 ‘/- l,k-] 

-j) bJuj- l,k-J 

l+l+k 
Q- 

I+1 u/- 1.k. 

Now we want to prove that for k > 2 one has 
k 

U l,k- 12 1 jaJ,k-J’ 
J=2 

(5.10) 

This is true for k = 2. Supbose it is true for a given k. Then we have 
2a,+ r >cf=, j+-], and therefore, by (5.8) and (5.9), 

ul,k 2 

3(k+ l)(k+2) k 
2k 1 jaJ.k-J 

]=I 

>3(k+l)(k+2) k j+2 
/ 

2k J~,j~“J+~.k~J 

3(k+ l)k+’ k+l 

=-g-- IF2 U- l)(j+ 1) aJ.k-J+la 1 .iaJ,k+l-J? 
J=2 

since (3(k+ 1)/2k)(j- l)(j+ l)> j for j>2. 
We define 9.k = (cl/cz) cI;c’+~- ‘a,,k and fk = & ‘ck-‘bk; they satisfy 
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with ‘I, = 1 and $,,, = (cl/cz) c’- ‘. By (5.10) and the fact that c2 > 1 we 
have 

k 

k-l > (c2c)kp' i ja,,,-,= c j"'c:-'g,,ke, 

/=2 ,=2 Cl 

k 

2 1 jgl.k-J, 

and using also c2 > c, we get 

g[,k>y $ j(2+j)(2+1+k-j)~,Igl,k-,, 
J-1 

rla~~k~'j(2+j~(2+k-j)~J~k-J+~ i j'J,k-J' 

J=l J-2 

The lemma then follows from the last equation and the relations 9,,, = 9,,, 
for 120 and ‘I, =q,. 1 

We are interested in bounding qk. By (5.6) and (5.7) we have b, = 1 and 
bk=(l/(k-l))C:Z; j(2+j)(2+k-j)bJbkP,for k>l. 

LEMMA 5.3. For k 2 1 we have bk < 6kp ‘k!. 

Proof: For k < 8 such an inequality is checked by direct computation. 
Assume that 6, < 6JP y! for j = 1, . . . . k. Then 

b 
6kb1 k 

k+I<k,T, j(2+j)(3+k-j)j!(k+l-j)!. 

For k even, taking m = k/2, we have 

b 
k+l m 

k+, <gk-‘- k JCI(2+j)(3+k-j)j!(k+l-j)!; 

for k odd, taking m = (k - 1)/2 we have 

b 
k+l 

k+, <gk-‘---- 
k 

x J~I(2+j)(3+k-j)j!(k+l-j)!+~(m+3)2((m+l)!)2]. 
[ 
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For j = 1, . . . . m - 1 we define I, and i, by 

1,=(2+j)(3+k-j)j!(k+l-j)! 

i- 1, -(2+j)(3+k-j)(k+l-j) 
’ “+I (3+j)(2+k-j)(j+ 1) ’ 

It is straightforward to check that 4 > 1 for 1 < j< m - 1. Furthermore 
i, > 3k/8 and i, 2 k/4 if k > 4; hence I, < 1,(4/k) for j > 3. For k even we can 
bound b,, 1/6k-’ by 

+,+ ... +I,) 

k+l 
<- 

k 
3(k+2)k!+8(k+l)(k-l)! 

( k(2 ))I 
l+! !-2 

< 3(k + 1 )! !7[1+3sk(l+$2))]. 

For k odd we check that $Z,,,> i(m + 3)*((m + 1)!)2, and again we get 
for b,, ,/6k-’ the same bound. Hence we require ((k + 2)/k)[ 1 + 
8(3k - 8)/3k2] < 2, which holds for k > 9. Therefore we conclude bk+ 1 < 
6k(k+ l)! for k>9. 1 

We can now proceed to the conclusion of the proof of Proposition 5.1. 
First we obtain 

namely the first inequality in the proposition. The second and third 
inequalities are obtained by bounding (k- 2)!, for 3 <k< r, by 
((+ 2)!)‘k-3M-3) and by 3(k/2.5)k-3 respectively. 1 

Remark 5.4. One can wonder whether the special form of 
IlXkll <tik-36(k-2)! as given by the first inequality in Proposition 5.1 can 
be used to improve the estimates made in Lemma 3.2 and Proposition 3.3. 
Furthermore the estimates made in (3.2) seem to be generous. However, in 
practical applications the value of d/cc, can be rather large; thus the most 
important term in the expression of B,,, (see Lemma 3.2) is the first one, 
and hence the final estimates are rather accurate. 

Using the previous results we can finally give estimates on the normal 
form and on the remainder for the Hamiltonian normalized up to order r, 
using the convergence hypothesis on H. 
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THEOREM 5.5. Let H = Cka2 H, be an n-degrees of freedom 
Hamiltonian with H, = i cJ’= L oIx, y,, and suppose 11 HkII < ck ~ ‘d for k > 3. 
Let A! be a module which contains the resonance module &,, determined by 
H,, and assume 

(v-01 au,>0 (5.11) 

for all v E Z”\A? and Jv( < r for a given positive integer r. Then the transfor- 
med Hamiltonian T,c,, H = Z”’ + B?(“, in normal form up to order r with 
respect to A?, is convergent in any polydisk D, of radius R c R,* with 

(5.12) 

Moreover, the norms of the terms W{” of order l> r in the remainder satisfy 
ll.B?jr’ll < (d/c)(R*)-‘l-l’, I and hence for the remainder B@’ one has in D, the 
estimate 

(5.13) 

Proof: It is sufficient to apply Proposition 3.3 with the values of a and 
b given by 

b,&! 
a, ’ 

as obtained from the previous estimate (5.3). 1 

(5.14) 

6. BOUNDING THE TIME AND THE REGION OF EFFECTIVE STABILITY 

We have thus found a canonical change of variables between (x, y) and 
(Xc’), Y@‘) which brings the Hamiltonian H(x, y) = ix, 0,x1 y, + ... into 
normal form up to order r 2 3. From now on we shall assume that H is 
S-real; i.e., it arises from a real Hamiltonian K(q, p) through the change of 
variables S defined by (2.1). In such case, the normalized Hamiltonian too 
will be S-real, being a real Hamiltonian &Q@), PCr’) in the variables 
(Q”‘, PC”)) obtained from (X”), Y(“) by (2.1). Consider now action 
variables I”’ = ix:‘) Yj” = i(QJr” + Pjr)‘), j = 1, . . . . n, which turn out to be 
nonnegativi for real Q,’ , ( ) Pj”, and define I”’ = max,Zj”j. The estimates 
obtained in Theorem 5.5 allow us to control the size of the ball D, where 
effective stability can be guaranteed. This will be given below with two 
propositions, which bound the time derivatives of I”’ for the nonresonant 
case, and of a suitable combination of the Zj”‘s for the resonant one, 
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respectively. We then perform optimization with respect to the order r of 
normalization and obtain bounds for the diffusion in the original variables 
(x, y), taking into account the deformation of variables as estimated in 
Proposition 3.4. This leads to the two stability theorems given below. 

For the nonresonant case .&’ = Cq,, = {0}, we start with bounding li”‘i. 

PROPOSITION 6.1. Under the same hypotheses of‘ Theorem 5.5, hut M.ith 
.A = {O}, fbr th e action variables I”‘= iX”‘Y”’ of the Hamiltonian I I i 
normalized up to order r, one has in the domain D, the estimate 

(6.1) 

ivith R,* given by (5.12). 

Proof. As .N = { 0}, the Birkhoff normal form 2”’ = Z”‘(Z’,“, . . . . 1::‘) is 
an integrable Hamiltonian and its contribution to itr’ is zero. Hence we 
have 

Let hk,,X”)’ YCr” be a generic term in the remainder 9”‘; then its contribu- 
tion to ii” is I(/,-k,) hk,,X(r’kY”)‘. As llHkli <ch aid= ck ‘(d/c) for k>2, 
using Proposition 3.3.i we bound the supremum norm of itr’ in the 
polydisk D, in the (X”‘, Ycr’) variables by Ii”‘1 d (d/c) R,* C,,, j(R/R,*)‘, 
i.e., (6.1 ). 1 

We consider now the resonant case .M # (0) and first give some motiva- 
tions. 

Recall that .k is a Z-module containing J$,, = {k E Z” : k cr) = 0 }, the 
resonance module associated to H, at 0; however, in order to obtain the 
normal form up to order r we only need .& 1 .Ni,;’ = {k E Z”: k. w = 0, 
(kl <r}. So we are forced to deal with nonzero modules .M when 
.,M!:) # {O}. Although the resonant case is not generic, it is remarkable that, 
in practice, it can be very useful to handle the nonresonant case as a 
resonant one; indeed one can have “quasi-resonances,” i.e., cases in which 
there exists r” E Z” with 0 < Iv01 <r such that Iv0 ‘01 is small compared 
with IV .01 for 0 < Iv1 d r and v independent of v” (for a practical example 
of this “smallness” see Section 7). In such a case one can take as .& the 
module generated by v”, even if there is no resonance. As a direct conse- 
quence, the positive constants LX, = LX,(&) introduced in Section 5 through 
the condition 
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are now larger, and the constants occurring in Proposition 5.1 and 
Theorem 5.5 are improved. Hence it remains to study how the velocity of 
diffusion can be bounded in the case .k # (0). 

If the normal form is written as Z”‘+ acr’ with 

z(r) = 
c a/& TP”Yy 

2Cll+klGr 
I-kc.& 

then one has il” = {I;“, Z”‘} + {Ii”, 9”‘) and, in general, {I:“, Z”‘} will 
not be zero. However, if we consider a linear combination of the Zj’)‘s with 
coefficients yJ, i.e., introduce @” = C,“=, ~~,lj~‘, then we get 

{Q”‘, Z”‘} = i c y . (l-k) .,,kX(r”Y(r’k, 
I-ks.Y 

where y = (yl, . . . . y,)‘, so that { @(“, Z”‘} will be zero if y E J%?‘. Thus, one 
has @’ = (@(‘), 9(r)) = c,“=, ~,{1j”, S?)}, and (I;“‘, 9@)) can be bounded 
as in (6.1). 

DEFINITION 6.2. For a given Z-module A, let y= {y”‘, . . . . ytS’}, with 
s < codim A, be a finite set of n-dimensional vectors. We say that 7 is 
admissible if the following conditions hold: 

(1) y(J) E JzL, y(” = (y’,l’, . ..) yjo)‘. 
(2) yk’>O forj= 1, . . . . s and m = 1, . . . . n. 
(3) min,{yj;l’: y$‘#O) = 1 forj= 1, . . . . s. 
(4) For any m = 1, . . . . n there exists some Jo { 1, . . . . s} such that 

yI;I’> 1. 

Let r be the set of all admissible 7. Assume r= T(A) # 0 (which is not 
necessarily true) and define 

For instance, it is C, = 2 if &? = { p . (1, 0, - l)‘, p E Z}, while it is C, = 3 
if we consider the double resonance 4 = { p . (1, 0, - 1,O)’ + q . 
(0, 1, - 1, -l)‘, p, qe Z}. An example of an empty r is given instead by 
the case M = {p . (1, 1, O)‘, p E Z}. Assuming that r(d) is nonempty, we 
consider an admissible 7 E r which produces the minimum C, in (6.2), and 
define @jr’ = CL = i y$‘ZL’ and @@’ = maxi <, G s (@j”I. From Definition 6.2 
one immediately sees 

I”’ < @j(r) 6 Cl I”’ for Z”‘E R +’ (6.3) 
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PROFWXTION 6.3. Under the same hypotheses of Proposition 6.1, but with 
Jl # {0} and such that f(A) # 0, in the domain D, one has 

with C, gioen by (6.2). 

ProojI Immediately follows from 1&“1 < max, l&,(r’l. 1 

Remark 6.4. It is clear that for &? = (0) we can take the canonical 
basis of Z” as an admissible 7, so that @“I = ijr’ and C1 = 1. Hence 
Proposition 6.1 appears as a special case of Proposition 6.3. 

Adapting the procedure used in Ref. [6] in order to get exponential 
bounds, we can now optimize the order Y of normalization in expression 
(6.4) by minimizing the bound for 1 &‘)I. Since expression (5.12) of the 
estimate of R,* is too complicated for an analytical optimization with 
respect to the order r, we make use of the simpler weaker estimate 

RpT 
rM’ (6.5) 

where M is an upper bound of [(9/r + $d+ (l/r + ‘2) a,] c. Using r 2 3 
and supposing a, < 1 one can take 

M=47d+34 
5 c. (6.6) 

Taking for the sequence ~1, the usual diophantine-like bound 

with constants C2 > 0 and m > 1 depending on the resonance module A, 
we have the following Nekhoroshev-like stability theorem. 

THEOREM 6.5. Let K(q, p) = (l/2) xi”= I w,(qj +pj) + . +. be an n-degrees 
of freedom real Hamiltonian, and H(x, y) = Ck, 2 H,(x, y) = i c,“=, OjXj y, 
+ . . . the corresponding Hamiltonian obtained from K by the canonical 
transformation S given by (2.1). Assume 11 Hkll < ck - 2d for k 2 3 with positive 
c and d. Let Jl be a module which contains the resonance module &,, 
determined by H,, and, for any integer r > 3, assume 

IV-WI >a, for all v e Z”\A, Iv1 d r, 
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with a, given by (6.7), for given C2 > 0 and m > 1. Denote 

6= fi 
3(e” - 1)’ 

C,=C,~(l--ep”)‘, 

I&(1+6)$, 

1+s 

o”=ls’ 

(6.8) 

with the constants C, and M defined by (6.2) and (6.6), respectively. Then for 
all initial data (q, p)(O) ED,, one has for the corresponding evolved points 
the limitation (q, p)(t) E DoRO for all times 1 tI < R, with 

T= T,exp {m [~(--&)““]}, 

where [.] denotes the integer part, and 

provided 

(6.9) 

(6.10) 

(6.11) 

ProoJ For any order of normalization r, taking the variables 
(X”‘, Y(‘)) in a domain D, with R < R,*, one has for l@‘l the bound (6.4), 
and one can look for the optimal normalization order rapt as a function of 
R, by minimizing the bound (6.4) with respect to r. Using expression (6.5) 
for R: and (6.7) for c1,, one is led to look for the minimum of the simpler 
expression r’“(R/a)‘, where i? = C,/M; considering r as a real variable, the 
minimum occurs for r = (l/e)(i?/R)““, so we can take 

\ rapt = [i (f)‘“]. (6.12) 

The condition rap, 2 3 gives on R the condition R < @(3e)“; moreover, it 
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turns out that one has R/R,* <e-“‘. So, using also 1 + l/rapt -R/R,* < 3, 
one easily gets 

1 d~(‘~p~)l < C3 Rr opt e - mrop’, 

with C3 as in (6.8). 
We look now for an a > & such that if (X”‘, Y@))(O) ED,,, at time 0, 

then one has (X”‘, Y(‘))(t) ED~ for all ItI < T for a given T. Then, using 
(6.3), one should have 

from the bound given above for I@(ropt)l we get 

R x2 - Cl mropt T<-----.pe 
C3ropt 2f2 

The deformation between the variables (x, y) and the variables (.@‘~),- 
Y(‘oP~)), or, equivalently, between (q, p) and (@), P”‘), can be bounded by 

Proposition 3.4, with the constants a and b given by (5.14) and the trivial 
inequality 1 + 8a/9b > 1 + (32/45) rapt > 3. Substituting in (3.7) and (3.8) 
p = em, S> 6 in place of 6, and the constant R in (6.8), we set c1= o/a,, with 
an arbitrary cr > &co, so that R=u/(l -6) R. and R/R= &OR,,. The 
formulae given in the theorem then easily follow. 1 

In the theorem above we looked for the maximal time of stability. One 
might also consider another problem, namely, having given the time for 
which stability should be ensured, to look for the maximum of the radius 
of the stability region. This complementary way of looking at the problem 
might be more interesting in some applications, for example by requiring 
a priori the time of stability to be of the order of the estimated age of the 
universe. The fact is that in such a case the quantity to be optimized is not 
exactly the same as in the previous one, and so one gets better estimates 
for the radius of stability. Indeed, working as in the proof of Theorem 6.5 
one in any case comes to a bound of the type 

@~P[)T< R2 
d-C, 

2a2 
(6.13) 

with the same meaning of 0: and R as before, &) being estimated by 
formula (6.4). Now, in the case of Theorem 6.5, finding the maximum of T 
is equivalent to finding the minimum of &(‘), r being a parameter. In the 
present case instead we look for the optimal r which maximizes R for a 
given T. Proceeding in a way analogous to the previous case, one easily 
proves the following 
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THEOREM 6.6. Under the same conditions of Theorem6.5, with the same 

constants oO, 6, fi, and Cz, consider o > &oO and T> 0. Then a point 
initially in the polydisk D,, remains in D,, for 1 t) < T, provided 

where 

c =CC2(~‘-C14 1 

4 2MdC,02 ‘T’ 

and 

Furthermore T is required to be large enough so that one has To,,, > 3. 

7. AN APPLICATION TO THE L, POINT 
OF THE SPATIAL RESTRICTED THREE BODY PROBLEM 

It is well known that in the restricted three body problem (RTBP), for 
values of the mass parameter p in the interval (0, pr), the triangular 
libration points L,, L, are stable in the planar case unless p = pLz or 
Jo = p3 [ 141; we recall that the values p, of p, defined by 

1 6j2 l/2 

27(j2+ 1)2 )I ’ (7.1) 

are those for which one has a j to 1 resonance. 
The stability problem remains instead open in the spatial case (3 degrees 

of freedom), and in such a case we look for practical stability for several 
values of p. To apply the results of Section 6 we need several estimates on 
the Hamiltonian. 

The Hamiltonian of the spatial RTBP centered at L, in Cartesian 
coordinates is given by [ 151 

H=~(pt-P~+Pi)-(xp,.-YP,)-x P-; 
( > 

-y&-P P --- 
2 rl t-2’ 
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where 

So one has H = Cka2 H,, where 

H2= f (P:+P:)-(xP,-YP,)+ ix*- :x2- $y*-axy+ ;(p:+z*), 

with 

and 

a= -(l-2~) 3&4 

Hk = rkPk (l-p)+rkPk 

Pk being the Legendre polynomial of degree k and r = ,/m. 
We first give bounds on 11 Hkll for k > 3. 

LEMMA 7.1. For k> 3 one has IJH,II < ck-*d with c= 3.5719323 and 
d = 3.5050243. 

Proof: It is enough to bound 

Let 

‘I,= x-Jj, A+3 
/I /I 

-- 
2 2 ’ 

92 = 11x* + y* + z211 = 3; 

then one has 

llffkll < 1 @‘I ?:-“r1$ 
j=O 

using the known properties Of Pk we get 

IIHkII < v?*Pk(iy)ipky 

where y=qlq;l’*. 
Now, let C, = Pk(iy)ipk, p =y + (1 +yz)1’2, and let A be a positive 
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constant. Then, if C, _ i < Ap’- ‘, C, < ,4pj for some j, one has Ck < Apk for 
all k > j + 1. Indeed, the recurrence of the Legendre polynomials gives 

C 
2k+ 1 

k+l- k+l --yCk+k+l k 1, k c- cO=l, c,=y. 

So one has 

C /Ipk-‘~npk-‘[2yp+l]=npk+‘. 

We are interested in bounding C,, for j> 3, by an expression of the 
form Ap’. We look for a value, y0 say, of y such that C,fC, = pO= 
y0 + (1 + yi)‘12. We recall that 

c3tP)=;(5Y2+3), C,(y) = $ (35y4 + 3oy2 + 3). (7.2) 

It is easily found that y0 should be a root of 175~~ + 340y6+ 210y4+ 
36y2 - 9. We obtain y0 N 0.3602255. We can take A = C3pP3 if y > yO, and 
.4=C4pe4 if y<yO. 

We now apply these bounds to IIHJ. Here y = (1 + A/2,/? > yO, giving 
A N 0.2747164. Therefore l[HJ < 0.2747164 x 2.0622561k x 3k’2 Vk > 3, i.e., 
IIHAI G c “-‘d for n > 3 with c = 3.5719323 and d= 3.5050243. 1 

We look now for a change of variables from (x, y, z, pX, pV, p,) to 
(qJ, p,), j= 1,2,3, such that H, takes the form 1 x,?= i co,(q; + p,‘). 

Let J(DH2)T, where J denotes the usual symplectic matrix, be the 
corresponding linearized Hamiltonian vector field. Its differential is J. U, 
where U = Hess( H2). If we denote the eigenvalues by A= iw, it is easily seen 
that the characteristic equation is 

(04-co2+ g-a2)(w2- l)=O. (7.3) 

The solution w = o3 = 1 is related to the vertical mode, because the (z, p,) 
variables appear in H2 only through the term f(z’ + pl). So we restrict our 
attention to the first two pairs of variables. The two remaining solutions w1 
and o2 of the characteristic equation are real and distinct provided 
27~(1 -cl) < 1 (i.e., p < p,); one has furthermore UJ: + w: = 1. We call o, 
the solution characterized by w: > $ and w2 the other one. 

For any of the planar eigenvalues io,, j = 1, 2, a corresponding 
eigenvector is 

bJ=(a+2ioJ, -i-0$, a-0J2+aio,,a+(~--w,2)io,)~. 

505.77,‘1-13 
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Writing b, = e, + ifj, with e, and fi real, the relation J. UbI = icojbj implies 
J. Ue, = -w,f,, J. Uf, = w,e,, and a simple computation gives e,‘Jf, = 
mI = o, D, with D, = 20; + 0:/2 - i, which is positive for j = 1 and negative 
for j = 2. 

The matrix M, = (e;, e;, f ;, f;) with ej = e,m,-‘I*, f; =fim,-“*, j= 1, 2, 
is symplectic, and one has M,TUM,, = diag(w,, 02, wi, w2). From the 
reality of the matrix M, one has m, > 0, and therefore w, > 0, w2 c 0. 

So, making the symplectic change of variables (x, y, pX, P~)~= 
whw72~Pl~P2K z=q3> Pz=P3, the second order term of the new 
Hamiltonian A(q, p) has the diagonal form ii, = i c=, o,(qT + p,‘). In 
particular, the indefiniteness of this quadratic part prevents one from using 
it as a Lyapunov function in order to prove the stability of the point L,. 

Finally, making the canonical change S as in Section 2, we obtain 
A(x, y)=iC=, w,x,y,+ ..., and denote by A4 the matrix giving the total 
change from the variables b-, Y, z, P,, ey, P,) to (x1, x2, x3, Y,, y2, y3). 

We come now to the estimates for 11 HkII, using the norms on llHkll given 
by Lemma 7.1 and the properties of the matrix M. Let Qi and Q, be the 
polynomials obtained by expressing (x - ,/?~)/2 and x2 + y* + z* in the 
new variables. We have 

+2+J& ~ ([(3-40,0,)*+4u2(co1+0*)*]“* 

+ [(3 + 40,0,)* + 4U2(C0, - 02)2]“2}. 

Defining now qj = 1) Q,ll, j = 1,2, we have for the new Hamiltonian fi the 
bound lIfi,(l G hk = &12Apk Vk 2 3, where the choice of A and p depends on 
Y=wP2 as described above. Remarking that hk = ck-*d with c = pq:/* 
and d= AC*, we have finally for our Hamiltonian a bound of the type 
required in our purturbative scheme. Precisely we have the 

LEMMA 7.2. The Hamiltonian of the spatial RTBP centered at L, in 
suitable complex coordinates takes the form H = i cJ wJxJ yJ + Ck a 3 Hk with 
IIHkII G C k~2dfork~3andd=Ac2,c=p~~~2,p=y+(1+y2)’~2,y=~,~~~2, 
and q1 and q2 as deBned above; the frequencies are o3 = 1 and co, and w2 
defined as the roots of Eq. (7.3); finally, A= C,(y) pp3 for y 2 yO, 
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A = C,(y) pP4 for 0 < yO, y0 N 0.3602255, where the functions C,(y) and 
C,(y) are those introduced in the proof of Lemma 7.1, Eqs. (7.2). 

We look now for effective stability in the spirit of Theorem 6.6, namely 
by fixing a stability time T, a magnification factor a for the initial stability 
region in the new variables, and looking for the maximal radius R, of 
stability. While in Theorem 6.6 the quantities u, bounding the small 
denominators were taken in the general form usually given in diophantine 
theory, we proceed now to numerical estimates for them by a computer 
program working up to a finite maximal order. 

Precisely, given p we compute the coefficients c, d as explained above ; 
we also take T and c( as parameters. Then for any r we compute R,* and 
p = R,+/R by solving the equations obtained from (6.13) by replacing the 
inequality by equality, i.e., written in the form 

p’-‘(r+ 1 -s> (1 -p-1)-2= R:JzL::‘). 

From R,* and p we get R. Finally, we determine R, = c( ~ ‘R. This value is 
maximized by trial and error with respect to r. Such a value should be 
corrected by a factor due to the deformation; this factor turns out to be at 
most 2, and in practice is very close to 1 for the diagonal variables. The 
deformation to physical variables could be explicitly computed via the 
matrix M which transforms the second order Hamiltonian H, into a 
diagonal form, but is not considered here. 

We have implemented a program to perform such computations for 
0 < p < pi. The results for p in that range and values multiple of 1O-6 are 
displayed in Figs. 1, 2, and 3 for A = {0}, and, hence, @@) = I”’ and 
C, = 1. The values tl = 1.1, T= 10” are used. The value of r is restricted to 
some bound r < rmax ; for the computations we used rmax = 70. 

The figure shows some characteristic features. First of all it is clear that 
there is a strong dependence on ,u. We should only take into account a 
finite number of values of r. Indeed if r is rather large the remainder is quite 
small, but the radius of convergence R* is also very small. In fact, there is 
no difference in the values of R if larger values of rmax are used. Further- 
more a, is piecewise constant. This shows that the curve R(p) is piecewise 
differentiable. However, it contains a large amount of horns ending in the 
p axis. One of them can easily be detected at p N 0.0354; it is associated to 
the double resonance 0,/4= 0~1-3 =w,/5 which occurs for p=p4,) = 
0.03538546..., according to (7.1). Other horns which can be seen in Fig. 1 
occur for p close to 0.0286, 0.0262, 0.0190, and 0.0141, and they are 
associated to the resonances generated by the vectors (0,2, l)T, 
(4, -1, -4)T, (5, -1, -5)T, and (6, - 1, - 6)T, respectively. Of course 
horns related to I*~,~, p2, pj, etc. are also easily detected. 
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FIG. 3. Same as Fig. 1, with an enlargement of the horizontal scale in order to make more 
evident the shape of the curve. 
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If we take the Sun-Jupiter case, i.e., ,n N 1048.3555’ N 0.95387536. 10e3 
we obtain, for A! = (0}, the values 

c11= 8.046 x 1o-2, 

az= ... =u,,=3.242~10-3, 

ct3, = c(32 = 2.009 x 10-3, 

CL 33 = ... = a41 = 1.234 x 10P3, 

q2 = . . . = u4, - - 6.358 x 10-4, 

a48= ... = ag2 = 1.392 x 10P4, 

The changes in the values of the a,‘s are associated to the quasi-resonances 
generated by the integer vectors (0, - 1, O)‘, (LO, -l)‘, (10, 12, -9)T, 
(11, 12, -lO)T, (14, -13, -15)T, (7, 37, -4)T ,... respectively. 

The maximum value of R, is obtained for r = 30, with R0 = 0.1655. 
10P8/a. In this case the time interval, 10” time units, where 2x units equal 
the period of Jupiter, is of the order of magnitude of the estimated age of 
the universe. Certainly this can be considered as an “effective stability.” 

Using A’={p.(l,O, -l)‘,p~Z} and a=l.ld, T=lO” we obtain 
the maximum value of R, equal to 0.7217 x 10P8/c( for r = 20. In this reso- 
nant case the values of r for which a, changes are all the odd numbers 
between 1 and 29, and then, from 31 on, the same ones found in the non- 
resonant case. The quasi-resonances are now generated by (k, 1, -k), 
k = 0, . . . . 5 for r = 1, ..,, 11 and by (k, 12, 1 -k), k= 1, . . . . 9 for r= 13, . . . . 29. 

We remark that the size of the “effective stability neighbourhood” 
reduces to a few kilometers in the physical problem, but in all our estimates 
we have been conservative. This would be surely largely improved if the 
passage to normal form were carried out explicitly, getting the generating 
function and the first terms of the remainder. 

We can also ask for the robustness of the value of R, with respect to the 
adopted value of p for Sun-Jupiter. For the nonresonant case there is a 
mild sensitivity to p in the interval CO.949 x 10P3, 0.9575 x 10P3]. In this 
p-range, r = 30 gives maximum values of R,. In the resonant case the range 
is CO.946 x 10-3, 0.956 x 10e3], and the related value of r is 20. 

Figure 4 shows the projection of the ball I”’ on the (x, y) Cartesian plane 
of the physical variables around L, for the Sun-Jupiter case without 
resonance; each division of the axes corresponds to 1 km. In such a case 
the deformation factor due to the passage to the normal form (in such ball 
and up to order 30) is less than 1.005. 
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FIG. 4. Projection of the stability ball on the (x, y) Cartesian plane of the physical 
variables around L, for the Sun-Jupiter case without resonance. 
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